8 . Officials of the Health Ministry in Ottawa told us that they had served as a "procurement agent" for the Provinces. As such they tried and failed to get vaccine from U .S . manufacturers; Washington took too long to release it for their use . They contracted eventually with firms in Britain, Germany, Australia and the Netherlands. (These new and multiple suppliers created special testing problems.) Obtaining vaccine only in October, the Canadians suspended shots when we did and like us still have abundant supplies of unused vaccine, 9 . Transcript of CBS Evening News, June 22, 1976 . Our own insurance carrier has just told us that it is willing to insure us only against negligence or fault on our part . Moreover, because of the massive number of people involved, the carrier considers it not feasible to place any broader coverage in the existing world insurance markets at virtually any price. Thus, the carrier is willing to provide us with protection only against claims arising from our own negligence or failure to manufacture in accordance with government specifications, i.e., against those risks which are clearly our responsibility . 37. In the course of this study we screened tapes and read summaries of all relevant evening news shows on all three networks from February 1976 through March 1977 . Tapes and summaries were made available by Vanderbilt University . We also read applicable transcripts of all CBS News coverage, evening, morning and radio . These came to us courtesy of CBS News. For press and magazine coverage we used clippings compiled contemporaneously for CDC. We subsequently interviewed reporters and others in both types of media . Another view of coverage in the media is offered by David M . Rubin, "Remember Swine-flu?" Columbia Journalism Review, July/August 1977 . Surveying samples of TV and press coverage for the week of excitement over temporally-related deaths in Pittsburgh (October 11-17, 1976), Professor Rubin finds reporting generally " . . . neither sensational nor inaccurate . On the contrary it faithfully reflected the confusion among public officials. . : ." This squares with our impression throughout the 13 months . Rubin is concerned for the profession of journalism . (He trains journalists at NYU .) He wishes his professionals had done much better than they did . We who train public servants feel we have to take the journalism "as is." For what it is worth, we think the swine flu coverage rather better than average . Our concern is with that confusion among officials.
Minutes of ACIP-BoB
Rubin has also put his findings before doctors with suggestions to improve performance in their profession. 
